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ABSTRACT

Enhancement of solubility, dissolution rate and bioavailability of drug is a very challenging task in drug
development, nearly 40% of the new chemical entities currently being discovered are poorly water soluble drugs.
Aqueous solubility of any therapeutically active substance is a key property as it governs dissolution, absorption
and thus the in vivo efficacy. Orally administered drugs completely absorb only when they show fair solubility in
gastric medium and such drugs shows good bioavailability. The solubility and dissolution properties of drugs play
an important role in the process of formulation development. Problem of solubility is a major challenge for
formulation scientist which can be solved by different technological approaches during the pharmaceutical
product development work. The present review deals in detail about the different techniques used for the
improvement of the solubility and dissolution rate of poorly water soluble drugs.
Keywords: Solubility, dissolution rate. physical and chemical methods, nanotechnology approaches.

INTRODUCTION

Therapeutic effectiveness of a drug depends upon the
bioavailability and ultimately upon the solubility of drug
molecules. Solubility is one of the important parameter to
achieve desired concentration of drug in systemic
circulation for pharmacological response to be shown.
Currently only 8% of new drug candidates have both high
solubility and permeability.1The solubility of a solute is the
maximum quantity of solute that can dissolve in a certain
quantity of solvent or quantity of solution at a specified
temperature. In the other words the solubility can also
define as the ability of one substance to form a solution
with another substance. The substance to be dissolved is
called as solute and the dissolving fluid in which the solute
dissolve is called as solvent, which together form a
solution. The process of dissolving solute into solvent is
called as solution or hydration if the solvent is water.2 The
transfer of molecules or ions from a solid state into
solution is known as dissolution. In essence, when a drug
dissolves, solid particles separate and mix molecule by
molecule with the liquid and appear to become part of that
liquid. Therefore, drug dissolution is the process by which
drug molecules are liberated from a solid phase and enter
into a solution phase. The use of poorly soluble drugs has a
number of drawbacks such as increasing the dosage,
administration frequency and the resultant occurrence of
side effects. Furthermore, the rate-limiting step in the
absorption process for poorly water-soluble drugs is the
dissolution rate of such drugs in the gastro intestinal fluids
rather than the rapidity of their diffusion across the gut
wall; it is however, important to improve the oral
bioavailability of poorly water soluble
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drugs by improving their dissolution rate and solubility.

TECHNIQUES OF SOLUBILITY ENHANCEMENT
There are various techniques available to improve the
solubility of poorly soluble drugs. Some of the approaches
to improve the solubility are.3
1) PHYSICAL MODIFICATIONS
Particle size reduction
 Micronization
 Nanosuspension
 Sonocrystalisation
 Supercritical fluid process
Modification of the crystal habit
 Polymorphs
 Pseudopolymorphs
Drug dispersion in carriers
 Eutectic mixtures
 Solid dispersions
 Solid solutions
Complexation
 Use of complexing agents
Solubilization by surfactants:
 Microemulsions
 Self microemulsifying drug delivery systems
2) CHEMICAL MODIFICATIONS
3) OTHER METHODS
 Cocrystalisation
 Cosolvency
 Hydrotrophy
 Solvent deposition
 Selective adsorption on insoluble carrier
 Use of soluble prodrug
 Functional polymer technology
 Porous microparticle technology
 Nanotechnology approaches
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PHYSICAL MODIFICATIONS
Particle size reduction: Particle size reduction can be
achieved by micronisation and nanosuspension. Each
technique utilizes different equipments for reduction of
the particle size.
Micronization: The solubility of drug is often intrinsically
related to drug particle size. By reducing the particle size,
the increased surface area improves the dissolution
properties of the drug. Conventional methods of particle
size reduction, such as communition and spray drying, rely
upon mechanical stress to disaggregate the active
compound. The micronisation is used to increased surface
area for dissolution.4 Micronisation increases the
dissolution rate of drugs through increased surface area; it
does not increase equilibrium solubility.5 Micronization of
drugs is done by milling techniques using jet mill, rotor
stator colloid mills etc. Micronization is not suitable for
drugs having a high dose number because it does not
change the saturation solubility of the drug.
Nanosuspension: Nanosuspensions are sub-micron
colloidal dispersion of pure particles of drug, which are
stabilized by surfactants. The advantages offered by
nanosuspension is increased dissolution rate is due to
larger surface area exposed, while absence of Ostwald
ripening is due to the uniform and narrow particle size
range obtained, which eliminates the concentration
gradient factor. Techniques for the production of
nanosuspensions include Homogenization and wet milling
Active drug in the presence of surfactant is defragmented
by milling. Other technique involves the spraying of a drug
solution in a volatile organic solvent into a heated aqueous
solution. Rapid solvent evaporation produces drug
precipitation in the presence of surfactants. The
nanosuspension approach has been employed for drugs
including tarazepide, atovaquone, amphotericin B,
paclitaxel and bupravaquone. All the formulations are in
the research stage. One major concern related to particle
size reduction is the eventual conversion of the highenergy polymorph to a low energy crystalline form, which
may not be therapeutically active one.6 Drying of
nanosuspensions can be done by lyophilisation or spray
drying.
Sonocrystallisation: Recrystallization of poorly soluble
materials using liquid solvents and antisolvents has also
been employed successfully to reduce particle size.7 The
novel approach for particle size reduction on the basis of
crystallisation by using ultrasound is Sonocrystallisation.
Sonocrystallisation
utilizes
ultrasound
power
characterised by a frequency range of 20–100 kHz for
inducing crystallisation. It’s not only enhances the
nucleation rate but also an effective means of size
reduction and controlling size distribution of the active
pharmaceutical ingredients.8 Most applications use
ultrasound in the range 20 kHz-5 MHz.
Supercritical fluid process: A SCF exists as a single phase
above its critical temperature (Tc) and pressure (Pc). SCFs
have properties useful to product processing because they
are intermediate between those of pure liquid and gas (i.e.,
liquid-like density, gas-like compressibility and viscosity
and higher diffusivity than liquids). Moreover, the density,
transport properties (such as viscosity and diffusivity),
and other physical properties (such as dielectric constant
and polarity) vary considerably with small changes in
operating temperature, pressure, or both around the
critical points. Hence, it is possible to fine tune a unique
combination of properties necessary for a desired
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application. These unique processing capabilities of SCFs,
long recognized and applied in the food industry, have
recently been adapted to pharmaceutical applications.9
Figure 1. Typical diagram of supercritical region

Basic techniques in scf technology
Rapid Expansion of Supercritical Solutions: A supercritical
solvent saturated with a solute of interest is allowed to
expand at a very rapid rate, causing the precipitation of
the solute. The rapid expansion/decompression is
achieved by allowing into pass through a nozzle at
supersonic speeds. This rapid expansion of supercritical
solutions leads to super saturation of the solute in it and
subsequent precipitation of solute particles with narrow
particle size distributions. This process is also known as
supercritical fluid nucleation (SFN). The SF is pumped
through a pre-heater into the vessel containing the solid
solute at a particular temperature and pressure. The SF
dissolves and gets saturated with the solute, and the
resultant solution is introduced into a precipitation
chamber by expansion through capillary or laser-drilled
nozzle. Typically, by altering the pressure, the
precipitation unit is maintained at conditions where the
solute has much lower solubility in the SF. During
expansion or decompression phase, the density and
solubilising power of the SF decreases dramatically,
resulting in a high degree of solute super saturation and
subsequent precipitation.10
Gas Antisolvent Recrystallisation: It is a well-known
phenomenon that a poor solvent of a particular solute can
be added to the solution to precipitate the solute. This is
called salting out and is widely used for crystallization
purposes. However, disadvantages of this technique
include poor control over the precipitated crystal
morphology, size distribution and presence of residual
solvents.11
Precipitation with Compressed Fluid Antisolvent: The solute
can be crystallized from a solution using Antisolvents in
two ways, Gas antisolvent recrystallisation (GAS) method
or by spraying liquid into the SF antisolvent.In the latter,
the antisolvent rapidly diffuses into the liquid solvent and
the carrier liquid solvent a schematic view of the rapid
expansion of supercritical solutions (RESS) process. The
SF is pumped through a pre-heater into the vessel
containing the solid solute at a particular temperature and
pressure. The SF dissolves and gets saturated with the
solute, and the resultant solution is introduced into a
precipitation chamber by expansion through a capillary
laser-drilled nozzle. Typically, by altering the pressure, the
precipitation unit is maintained at conditions where the
solute has much lower solubility in the SF. During
expansion or decompression phase, the density and
solubilising power of the SF decreases dramatically,
resulting in a high degree of solute super saturation and
subsequent precipitation. The morphology and size
distribution of the precipitated material is a function of its
preexpansion concentration and expansion conditions.
The preexpansion concentration is dependent on the
choice of SF, nature of solute, addition of cosolvents and
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operating pressure and temperature. Higher the
preexpansion concentration, smaller will be the particles
and narrower the particle size range.12
Impregnation or infusion of polymers with bioactive
materials: Some gases cause swelling of polymers or drug
carriers at high pressures. This swelling behavior can be
exploited for control delivery of drugs. Substances such as
fragrances, pest control agents, and pharmacologically
active materials can be impregnated with a solid polymer,
which is exposed to a supercritical fluid during the
impregnated process. The polymers evaluated in this
study included polypropylene, polyethylene, ethylenevinyl acetate copolymer, and ethylene-ethyl acrylate
copolymer and causes the migration of active material in
to the polymer. The diffusion of active material is increase
significantly due to the swelling of polymer or drug carrier
matrix when the pressure is reduced, the SCF is driven out
slowly resulting in the drug loaded polymer particles it has
been found that the swelling is increase with increasing
temperature at a constant pressure this approach can be
utilize to develop novel control release dosage form to
deposit thermolabile material into the polymer.
Solution enhanced Dispersion by Supercritical Fluid: This
technique was developed at the University of Bradford to
overcome some of the limitations of the RESS and GAS
methods. The drug solution and the SF are introduced
simultaneously into the arrangement causing rapid
dispersion, mixing and Extraction of the drug solution
solvent by SF leading to very high super saturation ratios.
The temperature and pressure together with accurate
metering of flow rates of drug solution and SF through a
nozzle provide uniform condition for particle formation.
This helps to control the particle size of the product and by
choosing an appropriate liquid solvent it is possible to
manipulate the particle morphology.13
Modification of the crystal habit: Polymorphism is the
ability of an element or compound to crystallize in more
then one crystalline form. Different polymorphs of drugs
are chemically identical, but they exhibit different
physicochemical properties including solubility, melting
point, density, texture and stability. Broadly polymorphs
can be classified as enantiotropes and monotropes based
on thermodynamic properties. In the case of an
enantiotropic system, one polymorphs form can change
reversibly into another at a definite transition
temperature below the melting point, while no reversible
transition is possible for monotropes. Once the drug has
been characterized under one of this category, further
study involves the detection of metastable form of crystal.
Metastable forms are associated with higher energy and
thus higher solubility. Similarly the amorphous form of
drug is always more suited than crystalline form due to
higher energy associated and increase surface area.
Generally, the anhydrous form of a drug has greater
solubility than the hydrates. This is because the hydrates
are already in interaction with water and therefore have
less energy for crystal breakup in comparison to the
anhydrates for further interaction with water. On the
other hand, the organic solvates have greater solubility
than the nonsolvates. Some drugs can exist in amorphous
form. Such drugs represent the highest energy state and
can be considered as super cooled liquids. They have
greater aqueous solubility than the crystalline forms
because they require less energy to transfer a molecule
into solvent. Thus, the order for dissolution of different
solid forms of drug is Amorphous >Metastable polymorph
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>Stable polymorph Melting followed by a rapid cooling or
recrystallization from different solvents can produce
metastable forms of a drug.
Drug dispersion in carriers: The solid dispersion
approach to reduce particle size and therefore increase
the dissolution rate and absorption of drugs was first
recognized in 1961.14 The term “solid dispersions” refers
to the dispersion of one or more active ingredients in an
inert carrier in a solid state, frequently prepared by the
melting method, solvent method, or fusion solventmethod.15 Novel additional preparation techniques have
included rapid precipitation by freeze drying16 and using
supercritical fluids17 and spray drying18, often in the
presence of amorphous hydrophilic polymers and also
using methods such as melt extrusion.19 The most
commonly used hydrophilic carriers for solid dispersions
include polyvinylpyrrolidone20, 21, polyethylene glycols22,
Plasdone-S63023. Many times surfactants may also used in
the formation of solid dispersion. Surfactants like Tween80, Docusate sodium, Myrj-52, Pluronic-F68 and Sodium
Lauryl Sulphate used. The solubility of etoposide24,
glyburide25, itraconazole26, ampelopsin27, valdecoxib28,
celecoxib29, halofantrine30 can be improved by solid
dispersion using suitable hydrophilic carriers. The eutectic
combination
of
chloramphenicol/urea31
and
sulphathiazole/ urea served as examples for the
preparation of a poorly soluble drug in a highly water
soluble carrier. The techniques of production of solid
dispersion include Hot Melt method, Solvent Evaporation
Method, Hot-melt Extrusion and Melting –solvent method.
Complexation: Complexation is the association between
two or more molecules to form a nonbonded entity with a
well defined stoichiometry. Complexation relies on
relatively weak forces such as London forces, hydrogen
bonding and hydrophobic interactions.
Staching complexation: Staching complexes are formed
by the overlap of the planar regions of aromatic molecules.
Nonpolar moieties tend to be squeezed out of water by the
strong hydrogen bonding interactions of water. This
causes some molecules to minimize the contact with water
by aggregation of their hydrocarbon moieties. This
aggregation is favored by large planar nonpolar regions in
the molecule. Stached complexes can be homogeneous or
mixed. The former is known as self association and latter
as complexation. Some compounds that are known to form
staching complexes are as follows.Nicotinamide32,
Anthracene, Pyrene, Methylene blue, Benzoic acid, Salicylic
acid, Ferulic acid, Gentisic acid, Purine, Theobromine,
Caffeine,
and
Naphthalene.
Higuchi
and
Kristiansen33 proposed a model according to which the
compounds capable of undergoing stacking can be
classified into two classes (classes A and B) based on their
structure. The compounds in class A have higher affinity
for compounds in class B than for those in class A and vice
versa.34
Inclusion complexation: Inclusion complexes are formed
by the insertion of the nonpolar molecule or the nonpolar
region of one molecule (known as guest) into the cavity of
another molecule or group of molecules (known as host).
The major structural requirement for inclusion
complexation is a snug fit of the guest into the cavity of
host molecule. The cavity of host must be large enough to
accommodate the guest and small enough to eliminate
water, so that the total contact between the water and the
nonpolar regions of the host and the guest is reduced.
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Cyclodextrin, and γ- Cyclodextrin. The complexation with
cyclodextrins is used for enhancement of solubility.35
Cyclodextrin inclusion is a molecular phenomenon in
which usually only one guest molecule interacts with the
cavity of a cyclodextrin molecule to become entrapped and
form a stable association. The internal surface of cavity is
hydrophobic and external is hydrophilic; this is due to the
arrangement of hydroxyl group within the molecule. The
kinetics of cyclodextrin inclusion complexation has been
usually analyzed in terms of a one-step reaction or a
consecutive two-step reaction involving intracomplex
structural transformation as a second step [36].
Cyclodextrins is to enhance aqueous solubility of drugs
through inclusion complexation. It was found that
cyclodextrins increased the paclitaxel solubility by 950
fold37. Complex formation of rofecoxib38, celecoxib39,
clofibrate40, melarsoprol41, taxol42, cyclosporin A43 etc.
with cyclodextrins improves the solubility of particular
drugs.
Approaches for Making Inclusion Complexes
Physical blending method: A solid physical mixture of drug
and CDs are prepared simply by mechanical trituration. In
laboratory scale CDs and drug are mixed together
thoroughly by trituration in a mortar and passes through
appropriate sieve to get the desired particle size in the
final product.
Kneading method: This method is based on impregnating
the CDs with little amount of water or hydroalcoholic
solutions to converted into a paste. The drug is then added
to the above paste and kneaded for a specified time. The
kneaded mixture is then dried and passed through sieve if
required.44
Co-precipitation technique: This method involves the coprecipitation of drug and CDs in a complex. In this method,
required amount of drug is added to the solution of CDs.
The system is kept under magnetic agitation with
controlled process parameters and the content is
protected from the light. The formed precipitate is
separated by vacuum filtration and dried at room
temperature in order to avoid the loss of the structure
water from the inclusion complex.45
Solution/solvent evaporation method: This method
involves dissolving of the drug and CDs separately in to
two mutually miscible solvents, mixing of both solutions to
get molecular dispersion of drug and complexing agents
and finally evaporating the solvent under vacuum to
obtain solid powdered inclusion compound. Generally, the
aqueous solution of CDs is simply added to the alcoholic
solution of drugs. The resulting mixture is stirred for 24
hours and evaporated under vacuum at 45 °C. The dried
mass was pulverized and passed through a 60-mesh sieve.
This method is quite simple and economic both on
laboratory and large scale production and is considered
alternative to the spray drying technique.46
Neutralization precipitation method: This method is based
on the precipitation of inclusion compounds by
neutralization technique and consists of dissolving the
drug in alkaline solutions like sodium/ammonium
hydroxide and mixing with an aqueous solution of CDs.
The resultant clear solution is then neutralized under
agitation using HCl solution till reaching the equivalence
point. A white precipitate is being formed at this moment,
corresponding to the formation of the inclusion
compound. This precipitate is filtered and dried.47
Milling/Co-grinding technique: A solid binary inclusion
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compounds can be prepared by grinding and milling of the
drug and CDs with the help of mechanical devices. Drug
and CDs are mixed intimately and the physical mixture is
introduced in an oscillatory mill and grinded for suitable
time. Alternatively, the ball milling process can also be
utilized for preparation of the drug-CD binary system. The
ball mill containing balls of varied size is operated at a
specified speed for a predetermined time, and then it is
unloaded, sieved through a 60-mesh sieve. This technique
is superior to other approaches from economic as well as
environmental stand point in that unlike similar methods
it does not require any toxic organic solvents. This method
differs from the physical mixture method where simple
blending is sufficient and in co-grinding it requires to
achieve extensive combined attrition and impact effect on
powder blend.48, 49
Atomization/Spray drying method: Spray-drying is a
common technique used in pharmaceuticals to produce a
dry powder from a liquid phase. Another application is its
use as a preservation method, increasing the storage
stability due to the water elimination.26 This method
represents one of the most employed methods to produce
the inclusion complex starting from a solution. The
mixture pass to a fast elimination system propitiate
solvent and shows a high efficiency in forming complex.
Besides, the product obtained by this method yield the
particles in the controlled manner which in turn improves
the dissolution rate of drug in complex form.50
Lyophilization/ Freeze drying technique: In order to get a
porous, amorphous powder with high degree of
interaction between drug & CD, lyophilization/ freeze
drying technique is considered as a suitable. In this
technique, the solvent system from the solution is
eliminated through a primary freezing and subsequent
drying of the solution containing both drug & CD at
reduced pressure. Thermolabile substances can be
successfully made into complex form by this method. The
limitations of this technique are long time process and
yield poor flowing powdered product. Lyophilization/
freeze drying technique are considered as an alternative to
solvent evaporation and involve molecular mixing of drug
and carrier in a common solvent.51
Microwave irradiation method: This technique involves the
microwave irradiation reaction between drug and
complexing agent using a microwave oven. The drug and
CD in definite molar ratio are dissolved in a mixture of
water and organic solvent in a specified proportion into a
round bottom flask. The mixture is reacted for short time
of about one to two minutes at 60°C in the microwave
oven. After the reaction completes, adequate amount of
solvent mixture is added to the above reaction mixture to
remove the residual, uncomplexed free drug and CD. The
precipitate so obtained is separated using whatman filter
paper, and dried in vacuum oven at 40°C for 48 hrs.52
Supercritical antisolvent technique: In this technique,
carbon dioxide is used as anti-solvent for the solute but as
a solvent with respect to the organic solvent. The use of
supercritical carbon dioxide is advantageous as its low
critical temperature and pressure makes it attractive for
processing heat-labile pharmaceuticals. It is also nontoxic, nonflammable, inexpensive and is much easier to
remove from the polymeric materials when the process is
complete, even through small amount of carbon dioxide
remains trapped inside the polymer, it poses no danger to
the consumer. Supercritical particle generation processes
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are new and efficient route for improving bioavailability of
pharmaceutically active compounds. In addition,
supercritical fluid processes were recently proposed as a
new alternative method for the preparation of drug
cyclodextrin complexes. Supercritical carbon dioxide is
suggested as a new complexation medium due to its
properties of improved mass transfer and increased
solvating power. This method constitutes one of the most
innovators methods to prepare the inclusion complex of
drug with CD in solid state. This is a non-toxic method as it
is not utilizing any organic solvent, fast process,
maintenance cost is low with promising results, but it
requires a quite high initial cost.
In this technique, first, drug and CD are dissolved in a good
solvent then the solution is fed into a pressure vessel
under supercritical conditions, through a nozzle (i.e.
sprayed into supercritical fluid anti-solvent). When the
solution is sprayed into supercritical fluid anti-solvent, the
anti-solvent rapidly diffuses into that liquid solvent as the
carrier liquid solvent counter diffuses into the antisolvent. Because of the supercritical fluid expanded
solvent has lower solvent power than the pure solvent, the
mixture becomes supersaturated resulting in the
precipitation of the solute and the solvent is carried away
with the supercritical fluid flow.53, 54
Solubilization by surfactants
Surfactants are molecules with distinct polar and nonpolar
regions. Most surfactants consist of a hydrocarbon
segment connected to a polar group. The polar group can
be anionic, cationic, zwitterionic or nonionic.55 When small
apolar molecules are added they can accumulate in the
hydrophobic core of the micelles. This process of
solubilization is very important in industrial and biological
processes. The presence of surfactants may lower the
surface tension and increase the solubility of the drug
within an organic solvent.
Microemulsions: The term microemulsion was first used
by Jack H. Shulman in 1959. A microemulsion is a fourcomponent system composed of external phase, internal
phase, surfactant and cosurfactant. The addition of
surfactant, which is predominately soluble in the internal
phase unlike the cosurfactant, results in the formation of
an optically clear, isotropic, thermodynamically stable
emulsion. It is termed as microemulsion because of the
internal or dispersed phase is < 0.1 μ droplet diameter.
The formation of microemulsion is spontaneous and does
not involve the input of external energy as in case of
coarse emulsions. The surfactant and the cosurfactant
alternate each other and form a mixed film at the interface,
which contributes to the stability of the microemulsions.56
Non-ionic surfactants, such as Tweens and Labrafil with
high hyrophile-lipophile balances are often used to ensure
immediate formation of oil-in-water droplets during
production. Advantages of microemulsion over coarse
emulsion include its ease of preparation due to
spontaneous
formation,
thermodynamic
stability,
transparent and elegant appearance, increased drug
loading, enhanced penetration through the biological
membranes, increased bioavailability57, 58, and less interand
intra-individual
variability
in
drug
pharmacokinetics.59
CHEMICAL MODIFICATIONS
For organic solutes that are ionizable, changing the pH of
the system may be simplest and most effective means of
increasing aqueous solubility. Under the proper
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conditions, the solubility of an ionizable drug can increase
exponentially by adjusting the pH of the solution. A drug
that can be efficiently solubilized by pH control should be
either weak acid with a low pKa or a weak base with a
high pKa. Similar to the lack of effect of heat on the
solubility of non-polar substances, there is little effect of
pH
on
nonionizable
substances.
Nonionizable,
hydrophobic substances can have improved solubility by
changing the dielectric constant60 of the solvent by the use
of co-solvents rather than the pH of the solvent. The use of
salt forms is a well known technique to enhanced
dissolution profiles.61 Salt formation is the most common
and effective method of increasing solubility and
dissolution rates of acidic and basic drugs. An alkaloid
base is, generally, slightly soluble in water, but if the pH of
medium is reduced by addition of acid, and the solubility
of the base is increased as the pH continues to be reduced.
The reason for this increase in solubility is that the base is
converted to a salt, which is relatively soluble in water.
The solubility of slightly soluble acid increased as the pH is
increased by addition of alkali, the reason being that a salt
is formed.
OTHER METHODS
Co-crystallisation: The new approach available for the
enhancement of drug solubility is through the application
of the co-crystals, it is also referred as molecular
complexes. If the solvent is an integral part of the network
structure and forms at least two component crystal, then it
may be termed as co-crystal. If the solvent does not
participate directly in the network itself, as in open
framework structures, then it is termed as clathrate.62 A
co-crystal may be defined as a crystalline material that
consists of two or more molecular species held together by
non-covalent forces.63 Co-crystals are more stable,
particularly as the co-crystallizing agents are solids at
room temperature. Only three of the co-crystallizing
agents are classified as generally recognized as safe
(GRAS) it includes saccharin, nicotinamide and acetic acid
limiting
the
pharmaceutical
applications.11
Cocrystallisation between two active pharmaceutical
ingredients has also been reported. This may require the
use of subtherapeutic amounts of drug substances such as
aspirin or acetaminophen.64 At least 20 have been
reported to date, including caffeine and glutaric acid
polymorphic co-crystals.65 Co-crystals can be prepared by
evaporation of a heteromeric solution or by grinding the
components together. Another technique for the
preparation of co-crystals includes sublimation, growth
from the melt, and slurry preparation. The formation of
molecular complexes and co-crystals is becoming
increasingly important as an alternative to salt formation,
particularly for neutral compounds or those having
weakly ionizable groups.
Cosolvency: The solubilisation of drugs in co-solvents is a
technique for improving the solubility of poorly soluble
drug.66 It is well-known that the addition of an organic
cosolvent to water can dramatically change the solubility
of drugs.67 Weak electrolytes and nonpolar molecules have
poor water solubility and it can be improved by altering
polarity of the solvent. This can be achieved by addition of
another solvent. This process is known as cosolvency.
Solvent used to increase solubility known as cosolvent.
Cosolvent system works by reducing the interfacial
tension between the aqueous solution and hydrophobic
solute. It is also commonly referred to as solvent
blending.68 Most cosolvents have hydrogen bond donor
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and/or acceptor groups as well as small hydrocarbon
regions. Their hydrophilic hydrogen bonding groups
ensure water miscibility, while their hydrophobic
hydrocarbon regions interfere with waters hydrogen
bonding network, reducing the overall intermolecular
attraction of water. By disrupting waters self-association,
cosolvents reduce waters ability to squeeze out non-polar,
hydrophobic compounds, thus increasing solubility. A
different perspective is that by simply making the polar
water environment more non-polar like the solute,
cosolvents
facilitate
solubilization.69
Solubility
enhancement as high as 500-fold is achieved using 20 % 2pyrrolidone.70
Solubilizing agents: The solubility of poorly soluble drug
can also be improved by various solubilizing materials.
PEG
400
is
improving
the
solubility
of
hydrochlorthiazide.71 Modified gum karaya (MGK), a
recently developed excipient was evaluated as carrier for
dissolution enhancement of poorly soluble drug,
nimodipine.72 The aqueous solubility of the antimalarial
agent halofantrine is increased by the addition of caffeine
and nicotinamide.73
Hydrotrophy: Hydrotropic solubilization is one of them.
Hydrotropy is a solubilization phenomenon whereby
addition of large amounts of a second solute results in an
increase in the aqueous solubility of another solute.
Concentrated aqueous hydrotropic solutions of sodium
benzoate, sodium aciculate, urea, nicotinamide, sodium
citrate and sodium acetate have been observed to enhance
the aqueous solubilities of many poorly water-soluble
drugs. Hydrotropes are a class of amphiphilic molecules
that cannot form well organized structures, such as
micelles, in water but do increase the aqueous solubility of
organic molecules.
Often strong synergistic effects are observed when
hydrotropes are added to aqueous surfactant or polymer
solutions. A hydrotrope is a compound that solubilises
hydrophobic compounds in aqueous solutions. Typically,
hydrotropes consist of a hydrophilic part and a
hydrophobic part (like surfactants) but the hydrophobic
part is generally too small to cause spontaneous self
aggregation. Hydrotropes do not have a critical
concentration above which self-aggregation 'suddenly'
starts to occur (as found for micelle- and vesicle-forming
surfactants,which have a critical micelle concentration or
CMC and a critical vesicle concentration or CVC,
respectively Instead, some hydrotropes aggregate in a
step-wise self-aggregation process, gradually increasing
aggregation size. However, many hydrotropes do not seem
to self-aggregate at all, unless a solubilisate has been
added. Hydrotropes are in use industrially. Hydrotropes
are used in detergent formulations to allow more
concentrated formulations of surfactants.74
Solvent Deposition: In this method, the poorly aqueous
soluble drug such as nifedipine is dissolved in an organic
solvent like alcohol and deposited on an inert, hydrophilic,
solid matrix such as starch or microcrystalline cellulose y
evaporation of solvent.
Selective Adsorption on insoluble Carriers: A highly
active adsorbent such as the inorganic clays like bentonite
can enhance the dissolution rate of poorly water-soluble
drugs such as griseofulvin, indomethacin and prednisone
by maintaining the concentration gradient at its maximum.
The two reasons suggested for the rapid release of drugs
from the surface of clays are– the weak physical bonding
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between the adsorbate and the adsorbent, and hydration
and swelling of the clay in the aqueous media.
Use of soluble Prodrug: Wherein the physico-chemical
properties of the drug are improved by bio-reversible
chemical alteration. The most common prodrug strategy
involves the incorporation of polar or ionizable moiety
into the parent compound to improve aqueous solubility.
The ‘post hoc pro-drug approach’ (prodrug of established
drugs) has been successfully used to improve water
solubility
of
corticosteroids,
vitamins
and
benzodiazepines.
Functional polymer technology: Functional polymer
enhances the dissolution rate of poorly soluble drugs by
avoiding the lattice energy of the drug crystal, which is the
main barrier to rapid dissolution in aqueous media. These
polymers are ion exchange materials which contain basic
or acidic groups that interact with the ionizable molecules
of the surrounding medium and exchange their mobile
ions of equal charge with surrounding medium reversibly
and stoichiometrically. The resultant complex, known as,
“Resinate”, can be formulated as a suspension, dry powder
or tablet. The resins are insoluble and not absorbed into
the body and the drug is released from the resinate on
exposure to the physiological fluids. In other word, the
dissolution rate of poorly soluble, ionizable drug like
cationic, anionic and amphoteric actives can be enhanced
by this technology. This can also be heat applicable to heat
sensitive materials and oils.
Porous microparticle technology: In this technology, the
poorly water soluble drug is embedded in a microparticle
having a porous, water soluble, sponge like matrix. When
mixed with water, the matrix dissolves, wetting the drug
and leaving a suspension of rapidly dissolving drug
particles. This is the core technology applied as HDDSTM
(Hydrophobic Drug Delivery System). These drug particles
provide large surface area for increased dissolution rate.
The solid form has a proprietary spray drying technology
that allows the size and porosity of the drug particles to be
engineered as desired.
Nanotechnology approaches:
Nanotechnology will be used to improve drugs that
currently have poor solubility. Nanotechnology refers
broadly to the study and use of materials and structures at
the nanoscale level of approximately 100 nanometers
(nm) or less.75 For many new chemical entities of very low
solubility,
oral
bioavailability
enhancement
by
micronisation is not sufficient because micronized product
has the tendency of agglomeration, which leads to
decreased effective surface area for dissolution76 and the
next step taken was Nanonisation.77
Nanocrystal
A nanocrystal is a crystalline material with dimensions
measured in nanometers; a nanoparticle with a structure
that is mostly crystalline. The nanocrystallization is
defined as a way of diminishing drug particles to the size
range of 1-1000 n.m.Nanocrystallization is thought to be a
universal method that can be applied to any drug.78 There
are two distinct methods used for producing nanocrystals;
’bottom-up’ and ’top-down’ development. The top-down
methods (i.e. Milling and High pressure homogenization)
start milling down from macroscopic level, e.g. from a
powder that is micron sized. In bottom-up methods (i.e.
Precipitation and Cryo-vacuum method), nanoscale
materials are chemically composed from atomic and
molecular components.
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Approaches for making nanocrystals
Milling: Nanoscale particles can be produced by wetmilling process.79 In ball mills, particle size reduction is
achieved by using both impact and attrition forces. The
most common models are a tumbling ball mill and a
stirred media mill. One problem of this method is the
degradation of mill surfaces and subsequent suspension
contamination.
High pressure homogenization: In high pressure
homogenization, an aqueous dispersion of the crystalline
drug particles is passed with high pressure through a
narrow homogenization gap with a very high velocity.
Homogenisation can be performed in water (DissoCubes)
or alternatively in non-aqueous media or water-reduced
media (Nanopure). The particles are disintegrated by
cavitation and shear forces. The static pressure exerted on
the liquid causes the liquid to boil forming gas bubbles.
When exiting from the gap, gas bubbles collapse under
normal air pressure. This produces shock waves which
make the crystals collide, leading to particle
disintegration. A heat exchanger should be used when
operating on temperature sensitive materials because high
pressure homogenization causes increase in the sample
temperature.80 The particle size obtained during the
homogenization process depends primarily on the nature
of the drug, the pressure applied and the number of
homogenization cycles.
Precipitation: In the precipitation method a dilute
solution is first produced by dissolving the substance in a
solvent where its dissolution is good. The solution with the
drug is then injected into water, which acts as a bad
solvent. At the time of injection, the water has to be stirred
efficiently so that the substance will precipitate as
nanocrystals. Nanocrystals can be removed from the
solution by filtering and then dried in air.
Cryo-vacuum method: In this method the active
ingredient to be nanonized is first dissolved in water to
attain a quasi-saturated solution.81 The method is based
on sudden cooling of a solvent by immersing the solution
in liquid nitrogen (-196 °C). Rapid cooling causes a very
fast rise in the degree of saturation based on the decrease
of solubility and development of ice crystals when the
temperature drops below 0°C. This leads to a fast
nucleation of the dissolved substance at the edges of the
ice crystals. The solvent must be completely frozen before
the vessel is removed from the liquid nitrogen. Next the
solvent is removed by sublimation in a lyophilization
chamber where the temperature is kept at constant -22°C
and the pressure is lowered to 10-2 m.bar. Cryo-assisted
sublimation makes it possible to remove the solvent
without changing the size and habit of the particles
produced, so they will remain crystalline. The method
yields very pure nanocrystals since there is no need to use
surfactants or harmful reagents.
NanoMorph: The NanoMorph technology is to convert
drug substances with low water-solubility from a coarse
crystalline state into amorphous nanoparticles. A
suspension of drug substance in solvent is fed into a
chamber, where it is rapidly mixed with another solvent.
Immediately the drug substance suspension is converted
into a true molecular solution. The admixture of an
aqueous solution of a polymer induces precipitation of the
drug substance. The polymer keeps the drug substance
particles in their nanoparticulate state and prevents them
from aggregation or growth. Water redispersable dry
powders can be obtained from the nanosized dispersion
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by conventional methods, e.g. spray-drying. Using this
technology the coarse crystalline drug substances are
transformed into a nanodispersed amorphous state,
without any physical milling or grinding procedures. It
leads to the preparation of amorphous nanoparticles.82
Dissocubes: Dissocubes technology is based on piston–gap
high-pressure homogenization. The main advantages of
this technology are ease of scale-up, little batch-to-batch
variation, and aseptic production for parenteral
administration.
Nanocrystal technology: Nanocrystal technology can be
used to formulate and improve compound activity and
final product characteristics of poorly water-soluble
compounds. The nanocrystal technology can be
incorporated into all parenteral and oral dosage forms,
including solid, liquid, fast-melt, pulsed-release, and
controlled-release dosage forms.
Nanoedge technology: Nanoedge technology is a
formulation toolbox for poorly water-soluble drugs. It is a
useful technology for active ingredients that have high
melting points and high octanol-water partition
coefficients. It is based on direct homogenization,
microprecipitation, and lipid emulsions.
Nanopure technology: In Nanopure technology, poorly
water-soluble drugs are transferred to drug nanocrystals
via a high-pressure homogenization process. The drug
powder is dispersed in a surfactant solution and the forces
in the high-pressure homogenizer are strong enough to
disintegrate the coarse drug powder into drug
nanoparticles with a mean diameter, typically between
200–600 nm.83
Crititech technology: Crititech Technology is based on
PCA. Crititech uses ultrasonic energy produced by a
converging–diverging nozzle or an electromechanical
oscillator to shatter droplets into even droplets. This
technique alone would not cause submicron particles to
form because the droplets tend to coalesce immediately
into larger drops. In the crititech procedure, the drugladen solvent is sprayed into a flowing stream of
supercritical carbon dioxide, which allows for a rapid mass
transfer of solvent into the stream of supercritical carbon
dioxide. This rapid mass transfer forces precipitation or
crystallization to occur before the coalescence of droplets.
The ultrasonic nozzle-based process is capable of
producing discrete nanoparticles in a narrow size range.
Moreover, crititech's proprietary particle-harvesting
device allows continuous processing of compounds in
closed systems with complete recovery of solvents and
carbon dioxide for reuse or safe disposal.
Nanocochleate Technology: Nanocochleate delivery
vehicles (also known as bioral technology) are a broadbased enabling technology for the delivery of many
therapeutic products. These molecules are stable
phospholipid-cation precipitates composed of simple,
naturally occurring materials such as phosphatidylserine
and calcium. They consist of alternating layers of
phospholipid and multivalent cations existing as stacked
sheets, or continuous, solid, lipid bilayer sheets rolled up
in a spiral configuration, with little or no internal aqueous
space. Unique properties of nanocochleates have been
used to mediate and enhance the oral bioavailability of a
broad spectrum of important but difficult-to-formulate
biopharmaceuticals, including compounds with poor
water solubility, protein and peptide drugs, and large
hydrophilic molecules. Nanocochleate formulations are
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widely suitable to a broad range of therapeutic
applications which include the oral delivery of
amphotericin B (bioral amphotericin B), large DNA
constructs and plasmids (bioral DNA vaccines and bioral
gene therapy), peptide formulations, anti-inflammatory
formulations (bioral aspirin) and peptide-based vaccines.
Controlled-flow cavitation (CFC) technology. CFC can be
used to develop advanced materials for emerging
applications and to design processes that enhance existing
products and processes. CFC technology is based on
hydrodynamic cavitation, which involves the formation,
growth, and implosive collapse of vapor bubbles in a liquid
created by fluctuations in fluid pressure. In this process,
the formation, size, density, speed of collapse, intensity of
implosion and other energetics of cavitation bubble
creation, and collapse are controlled to produce the
necessary energy dissipation levels and desired effects on
the process medium.84

CONCLUSION

A lot of research has been carried out in this area and for
better clinical efficiency, some improvements in solubility
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